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1. Beginner KDE Desktop Usage Guide
Ade Malsasa Akbar <teknoloid@gmail.com>
This guide will explain you how to use KDE desktop for daily usage. After our third MATE desktop
guide, now it is our fourth about KDE. KDE is a traditional desktop for GNU/Linux which has
similar appearance with Windows. KDE is very customizable, feature rich, and easy to use. This
guide will not explain any of KDE technical or historical side. This article is written for those who
never use GNU/Linux or KDE before. I use KDE 4.10 on Ubuntu 12.04 for this article.

Anatomy

KDE is very customizable. But there is a default visual appearance you can understand.
•
•
•
•
•

KDE Menu. A traditional menu like in Windows 95 or Windows Vista.
Workspace Switcher. You change workspace with this.
Shortcut icons. Same like Windows, you can place app icon on the taskbar panel.
Taskbar. Same like Windows, your running apps will appear here.
System tray. Default KDE tray plus any tray app will appear here.

•
•

Date and calendar.
Panel Tool Box. It is a desktop controller where you can add widget, lock widget, change
wallpaper, and so on here.

Note: because KDE is customizable, every part of its desktop can be moved at anywhere. What you
see above just common default layout.

Concepts
Basically, KDE has same concepts with Windows. They share same traditional desktop metaphor.
•
•
•
•
•

KDE has bottom panel, menu, and taskbar like Windows.
KDE calls its desktop as Plasma. So you will see many Plasma terms everywhere.
KDE has its own Control Panel, same like Windows.
KDE desktop is distinguished into two components, panel and widget. KDE calls widget as
Plasmoid.
KDE desktop has single-click behavior, while Windows desktop has double-click behavior.

Launch Apps

To launch an app in KDE, open menu then search your app name. Or, use category to find manually
your app i.e. Firefox in Internet category.

Create Shortcut
To create desktop shortcut, you can do the same thing like in Windows. Choose one of these:

•
•
•

Right-click one app icon inside the menu > Add to Desktop.
Drag one app icon inside the menu > drop on the desktop.
Add widget > select Quicklaunch > drag it to the desktop > right-click on the widget >
add new shortcut.

Alt+Tab

KDE also has window switching behavior, same like Windows. It uses Alt+Tab.

Spread Window

To do spread window, choose one of these methods:
•
•

Push cursor into top-left corner of display (it is called hot corner).
Press Alt+W or change the shortcut key by your own preference.

KDE spread window (similar with GNOME and Pantheon) is another way to switch between app
windows. It is an Alt+Tab alternative so you can switch what app visually and by overview.

Multiple Desktop
KDE multiple desktop feature appears by default as Virtual Desktop icon on bottom-left panel near
the menu. By clicking on it, you switch your focus into another workspace.

KDE has multiple desktop (multiple workspaces) concept. You may have more than one desktop
and you may switch to any desktop quickly. Multiple desktop is different with just a Windows
Taskbar panel. In Windows, you have only one taskbar and one desktop. But in KDE, in multiple
desktop, you may have many desktops and taskbars as many as your desktops.

Work with Workspaces

You can place Libreoffice in desktop 1, Firefox in 2, Amarok in 3, Terminal in 4, so you can give
your focus to Libreoffice on current desktop while another apps don't disturb you in another
desktop. To work with it, hold the key: Move to Workspace. Choose one of these methods:
•

Right-click on titlebar > Move To Desktop > select the number.

•

Use Desktop Grid > drag a window > drop to another workspace.

To switch your focus into another workspace, choose one of these methods:
•
•

Ctrl+Alt+Right/Left.
Use Desktop Grid.

Add Widget

You can add or remove desktop widget in KDE. To add a widget, click on Panel Tool Box (bottomleft button) > Add Widget > select one > drag it into the desktop. To remove a widget, hover cursor

on the widget > click close (X) button.

Lock Widget

You can lock all widgets on their position so no one can add, remove, or move them. To do that,
click Panel Tool Box > More Settings > Lock Widgets. To unlock, do the same thing.

System Tray

KDE system tray is very similar with Windows' one. The only one difference is KDE has Klipper as
clipboard management tool. It is represented as scissor icon. But when it comes to network
manager, KDE has a neat interface where it divided into left and right columns. Right column is the
list of network available, while left column is the controller and statistic for the network being used.

References
•
•
•

https://www.kde.org/workspaces/plasmadesktop
https://userbase.kde.org/An_introduction_to_KDE
https://userbase.kde.org/Plasma

2. Beginner KDE Desktop Customization Guide
Ade Malsasa Akbar <teknoloid@gmail.com>
Previously, we've written a customization guide for LXDE. Now we write about KDE
customization. KDE is the most complex desktop environment among which we've written about
here. But don't worry it is a basic guide to customize KDE starting from changing wallpaper until
installing new theme. We use KDE 4.8.5 on Kubuntu 12.04 as a basis. We hope it helps everyone
begins KDE. Enjoy.

Concepts
•
•
•
•
•
•

KDE has four different themes: widget (toolkit) theme, Plasma theme, icon theme, and
window decoration theme.
The main difference between KDE and another desktop is Plasma theme (a special theme
for the panel and Plasmoid appearance).
Plasmoid is KDE term for desktop widget (such as clock, CPU monitor, can also be placed
at panel).
Plasma theme is theme for Plasma, it means theme for your Plasmoid and panel.
Color theme is color settings for whole desktop i.e. change default silver-white-blue color
based into blackened one or bumblebee-based color.
KDE customization is centralized in KDE System Settings. Basically no need to use
Terminal.

Window Anatomy

Like another desktop environment, KDE has three essential visual components:
•

Red box: window decoration (or window border). Controlled by window manager of KDE

•
•

(named KWin).
Green box: widget toolkit (i.e. scrollbar, button, progress bar). It is controlled by widget
theme (i.e. QtCurve and GTK).
Blue box: icon theme.

Change Wallpaper

To change wallpaper, right-click on desktop > Default Desktop Settings > select a wallpaper. To
insert your own picture, press Open button.

Create Panel

To create a new panel, right-click on desktop > Add Panel > Empty Panel. We can move its position
by right-click panel > Panel Settings > hold click on Screen Edge button > drag it where on the
desktop you want it to be.

Add Widget (Plasmoid)

To add desktop widget (called Plasmoid, not to be confused with toolkit widget below), right-click
on desktop > Add Widgets > widgets selection bar will appear > drag and drop one to desktop. To
add widget into panel, just drag and drop it to panel.

Change Widget Theme

To change widget (toolkit) theme, open KDE System Settings > Application Appearance > Style >
Widget Style: choose one. KDE default widget theme is Oxygen, but it gives some other options.
Most noticeable among them are GTK+ Style and MS Windows 9x.

Change Color Theme

To change color theme, open System Settings > Application Appearance > Colors > select one
scheme. Picture above depicts blackened KDE by just selecting Obsidian Coast color theme.
Simply we don't need any additional theme to achieve this. Picture below depicts bumblebee color
from Honeycomb color theme. We may modify every detail of a color or create a new scheme by
using tabs left (Options - Colors - Inactive – Disabled).

Change Icon Theme

To change icon theme, open System Settings > Application Appearance > Icons > select icon theme.
On picture above, we enable Humanity icon after we've installed some icon themes.

Install Window Decoration, Icon, & Plasma Theme

To install any theme in KDE, we just need to open System Settings, open a theme section (e.g.
Window Decoration), and press Get New Theme. We can install theme directly from it (of course it
needs internet access). As example, to install a new window decoration, we open System Settings >
Workspace Appearance > Window Decoration > press Get New Decorations > we selected a theme
named "Windows 10" > select the installed decoration theme (Windows 10) > press Apply. Same
there with another themes such as icon, desktop theme, wallpaper, and cursor theme. These
awesome functionality source is http://kde-look.org where KDE downloads all themes from.

References
•
•
•
•
•

KDE-LOOK http://kde-look.org: all theme downloads.
DeviantArt LinuxLounge http://linux-lounge.deviantart.com/gallery/28359569/KDEThemes : KDE themes from LinuxLounge in DA.
DeviantArt KDE Search http://www.deviantart.com/browse/all/?
section=&global=1&q=kde: global search for KDE in DA.
DeviantArt KDE Users http://kde-users.deviantart.com/gallery/37232093/Themes: KDE
themes from KDE Users in DA.
Sourceforge Caledonia http://caledonia.sourceforge.net: Caledonia art suite for KDE.

3. How To Use KDE File Manager (Dolphin)
Ade Malsasa Akbar <teknoloid@gmail.com>
Now after Caja, we bring Dolphin. It is KDE file manager. We find Dolphin on Kubuntu,
openSUSE, Slackware, or any other distro using KDE. We will explain briwfly how to use Dolphin
to manage file and folder in Linux. We use Dolphin 14.12.3 in Kubuntu 15.04 here. We hope this
will help any new users. Enjoy.

Overview

•
•
•
•
•

Main toolbar. It consists of toolbar itself plus Control button (menubar inside a button, just
like latest Chrome or Firefox web browser).
Address bar (breadcrumb or text).
Left Sidebar. By default, Dolphin has Places style.
Status bar. It consists of status indicator, zoom slider, or folder size bar.
Right Sidebar. By default, it is file preview panel.

Concepts
•
•
•

•
•

Dolphin is an advanced file manager. By functionality, it is closer to Windows Explorer than
any other file manager programs.
Dolphin has split view, tree view, and show in groups feature while another file managers
don't have it anymore.
Dolphin builds its visual appearances from components. Sometimes it is toolbar, sometimes
it is panel. Every component can be added, modified, or removed. So it is possible to create
custom toolbar with your choosen buttons in Dolphin, just like LibreOffice Writer toolbars.
Dolphin has many panels. For example, tree view in Dolphin is treated as a special panel,
named Folders Panel (F7).
Dolphin doesn't have menubar by default, moved into single button Control.

Split View

To split view in Dolphin, press F3. Press it again to revert back.

New Tab

To open a new tab, press Ctrl+T. Press Ctrl+W to close it.

New Folder

To create a new folder, right-click main area > Create New > Folder. You can't use Ctrl+Shift+N by
default because that shortcut has been used as New Window.

Sort By

Dolphin is the only one file manager to do file sorting (by date or else) + Show in Groups. This
feature can help us to easily differ a file from a another files in a folder. You ill find this feature in
Windows Explorer too. To achieve this,
•
•
•

Open menu Control > Sort By > Date then select Descending.
Open menu Control > Sort By > Descending.
Open menu Control > Show in Groups.

This is our default view in Dolphin. If you want the other, change Date by Name, Type, or Size.

Search

To search file in Dolphin, press Ctrl+F. Press Esc to revert back. Remember that KDE Baloo
component needs some times (a few minutes) since the first run to index your files. Baloo is the
new Nepomuk, the file indexing service in KDE. Baloo in KDE is similar with Google Search
Engine in the web.

Tree View

Tree view in Dolphin is achieved by adding Tree Panel (Folders Panel) manually. To do it, press F7
or access Control > Panels > Folders. See picture below. Red box means how to do it, green box
means the result. You may edit the panel positions by unlocking panel first then drag them then lock
them again.

Change Folder Logo

To change folder image, right-click a folder > Properties > click folder logo > select one image. In
this example, we change default logo into red folder logo.

Integrated Terminal

To open Terminal directly inside Dolphin, press F4. To close it, press F4 again. It is an embedded
Terminal, no need to open different window. Probably it is the most used/needed Dolphin feature
for a Linux user.

4. How To Disable KDE Recent Documents in Menu
Ade Malsasa Akbar <teknoloid@gmail.com>
If you are using KDE, and find Recently Used section in your menu, you probably feel it is
annoying. Especially for your privacy. So how to disable it? There are two methods, temporarily
and permanently. I use KDE 4.10.3 (Ubuntu 12.04) here and you may use this article until KDE 5.

Temporarily

Open KDE Menu > Recently Used > right-click > Clear Recent Documents. Remember, any file
you open later, will fill this Recent section again.

Permanently
Do this command:
chmod u-w ~/.kde/share/apps/RecentDocuments/

This command means user minus write (forbid user to write) for KDE RecentDocuments directory.
If you forbid any writing attemp into RecentDocuments, automatically it will be disabled in KDE
Menu. This is applicable in KDE for Ubuntu. If you are using another distro (e.g. openSUSE),
maybe you must use .kde4 instead of .kde directory.

Reference
http://www.sqtl.co.uk/blog-article/items/disabling-kde4-recent-documents-menu.html

5. How To Add “Compress/Extract Here” Context Menu
in KDE 5 & Kubuntu 15.10
Ade Malsasa Akbar <teknoloid@gmail.com>
In KDE 5.4.2 in Kubuntu 15.10, we found that three options (Actions, Compress, Extract)
disappeared from context menu in Dolphin. But actually these three options are there, are still
usable. Probably this is just a little error and we now can show them again by this command:
sudo ln -s /usr/share/kde4/servicetypes/konqpopupmenuplugin.desktop
/usr/share/kservicetypes5/

This command will give /usr/share/kservicetype5 directory a file named
konqpopupmenuplugin.desktop (as a symbolic link) from /usr/share/kde4/servicetypes/ directory.
By having this file, Dolphin will automatically recognize its own plugins for right-click context
menu such as Compress Here, Extract Here, and much more. You don't need to restart to see the
changes. See pictures below.

Before

After

What you get by doing this simple workaround is what you can see in Dolphin Services List (menu
Tools > Configure Dolphin > Services). Now, you have some additional plugins activated such as
Compress:, Extract:, Send As Email:, and some more. We say thanks to Markus Straub for his
comment about this fix in https://bugs.launchpad.net/ubuntu/+source/dolphin/
+bug/1499530/comments/4.

6. How To Fix "The Ugly" LibreOffice Font Rendering in
KDE
Ade Malsasa Akbar <teknoloid@gmail.com>
Sometimes at the first usage, KDE gives not sharp font rendering by default configuration. For
example, you may see two pictures below. This is probably pretty annoying for LibreOffice users in
case we need to see text (and font) a lot. Actually, KDE System Settings provides us the fix.

System Summary
We have tried this in KDE 4.10.3 and KDE 5.4.2. We used LibreOffice 3.5, 4.4, and 5.0. This works
in all our systems. This should works too in your systems using any version of KDE.

Setting
Open KDE System Settings > Fonts > set Use anti-aliasing: field into Enabled > click Configure >
dialog Configure Anti-Alias appears > set Sub-pixel rendering type: field into RGB > set Hinting
style: field into Slight > press OK > press Apply > restart your programs (LibreOffice etc.).

Before
Before the settings, LibreOffice interface looks like this. This happens in KDE 5.4.2 LibreOffice
5.0. Notice the menu bar text, toolbar standard text, document text, left panel Navigator text, and
the status bar text. They are not natural to see. In other word, ugly.

After
Now see all positions mentioned above. Compare the text. This one is far better.

Reference

https://forum.kde.org/viewtopic.php?
f=17&t=118879&hilit=Font+Rendering+of+LibreOffice+in+KDE

7. Introduction to KDE Muon Discover, The Kubuntu
Software Center
Ade Malsasa Akbar <teknoloid@gmail.com>
In Ubuntu regular version, we use Ubuntu Software Center (USC for short) to install applications.
In Kubuntu (Ubuntu KDE version), we use Muon Discover (Muon for short). USC and Muon are
two same functional things, but with different details. While USC created specially for Ubuntu,
Muon created for any Debian-based distribution using KDE, thus Kubuntu uses Muon. For those
don't know, Muon Discover as desktop application is similar with Google Play Store as mobile
application in Android, or App Store in iOS, or Mac App Store in OS X. Here, we explain how to
use Muon as Kubuntu Software Center.

Preparation
Before using Muon Discover (Muon), you must do a “Reload” first by performing a command
below. This command will download index files from the repository server (so further you can
search for any application without internet). If you don't do “Reload”, Muon won't find many apps
because it has no index yet.
sudo apt-get update

Searching Application
Type in search bar any program you want. For example, I enter my favorite program name geany.
Muon shows some results and one of them is Geany, a lightweight IDE. By clicking the Geany
entry, Muon shows a new page contains detailed information about Geany application including its
picture (screenshot) and suggests some another programs. This picture viewing needs internet
connection, though.

Installing Application
To install an application, search first and then press Install button. You will be asked for password in
a new dialog window. Then Muon shows installation progress indicator on the bottom bar as a tab
with application name. Wait until Muon finishes the progress (downloading and installing). I
suggest you to pause another download (torrent, browser, etc.) while Muon is downloading. Once
finished, you will see Remove button appears in the application Entry and of course you can run the
installed application.

Removing Application
To uninstall an application, search and then press Remove button. This will delete selected
application from the system. Removal progress doesn't need any internet connection. While
finished, Muon shows Install button again for the application entry.

Upgrading Application
To upgrade an application, press Installed button on the top panel. You will see some or many
applications with Update button on the right side. You may choose application you want to upgrade,
not to upgrade a whole system. This allows users with limited internet bandwidth to upgrade
carefully.

Show Details
You may see hidden package entries by clicking magic wand button on the top-right panel > select
Show Technical Packages. This hidden packages is actually normal packages just link your
applications, but by default Muon hides them, and shows you only “application packages” (the
packages that recognized by users as applications).

Configuring Repository
The most important part of technical practices with Muon (or any other package manager) is
configuring the repository. In Muon, you can click menu button > Advanced > Configure Software
Sources. This will open Software Sources window (program name: software-properties-kde). Here,
you can choose what repository to enable/disable, when to automatically upgrade (or simple disable
it), and adding new repository (or delete repository).

8. How To Use KDE Partition Manager to Format USB
Drive
Ade Malsasa Akbar <teknoloid@gmail.com>
As opposed to GNOME family system, Kubuntu has KDE Partition Manager as replacement for
GParted. We can do many partitioning stuffs like GParted with it. Here, we will give an example
about how to format a USB flash drive with KDE Partition manager. We use Kubuntu 15.10 to
explain these.

Preparation
Warning: partitioning or formatting is a dangerous activity. It should not be done every time. You
must know exactly what to do, carefully read partition or volume location, carefully read every
message showing, before doing any single thing. Don't do this when you are sleepy. Once again, be
careful. False partitioning may delete whole your hard disk drive(s) data. We have no responsibility
for any damage you may get by following these instructions.

Open KDE Partition Manager
Open Kubuntu menu > search for kde partition > click KDE Partition manager. Or by the command:
partitionmanager. A dialog will ask you for administrative password. Enter your root password then
the KDE Partition Manager should appear.

First User Interface
KDE Partition Manager has similar interface with GParted or any other partition manager or even
with a file manager. Left panel shows disk drive(s) available, right panel shows contents of disk
drive selected. We will work with right panel. What you will see is an interface like picture below.

This picture shows on right panel, some partitions of my second hard disk drive (located at
/dev/sdb). List of hard disk drives available shown on left panel. Warning: don't touch any other
drive entry if you don't want to format it.

Plug The USB Drive
Now plug your USB drive in. Then open menu View > Refresh Devices (F5). This will refresh KDE
Partition Manager interface so you can see your USB flash drive entry on the left panel.

Select to Format The USB Drive
Carefully, select USB drive entry on the left panel to see your drive volume entry on the right panel.
We assume that the USB drive already formatted as ext4 filesystem. We want to format it to fat32
filesystem. Follow these instructions.

•

•
•
•
•
•

See your USB drive address. In my system, the USB drive is in /dev/sdc and the partition
is in /dev/sdc1. It is simply because /dev/sda is already my first hard drive, and /dev/sdb
is already my second hard drive. So the third drive inserted would be /dev/sdc. Warning:
please be careful with this device naming system, many people accidentally destroyed
their own hard drive data because they confuse the device names.
Now see right panel. Right-click on your USB drive partition entry (/dev/sdc1 in my
system) > select Properties.
In the properties window, in the field File system:, select fat32.
Optionally, you may write USB drive name in Label: field.
Press OK button.
A warning window will appear. Read it carefully.

See the Summary
After giving instructions, KDE Partition Manager doesn't perform the instructions directly but it
will sum them first. What you will do will be shown on the bottom panel. Carefully, read the
summary. Make sure there is no mistake (e.g. wrong selection of device name) in it. Here, you still
can press Undo button if you find a mistake in your instructions.

Perform the Formatting
After giving the instructions, we should instruct once again KDE Partition Manager to do format the

drive. Press Apply button, then a same warning will appear again, then press OK, then the real
formatting will be performed. Here you can not Undo anything anymore.

The Result
As the result, you may check the USB drive in the file manager.

9. Easily Sort Files by Type and Show in Groups in KDE
Plasma 5 in Kubuntu 15.04
Ade Malsasa Akbar <teknoloid@gmail.com>
I have a Windows-user habits even if I use GNU/Linux now. One of them is sorting files by type
and show them in groups in file manager. The file manager I know capable for it is Dolphin.
Dolphin is KDE file manager. It is included by default in Kubuntu. I will show you how to achieve
it easily and how to change by a single click.

Dolphin with Show in Groups and Sort by Date View

1. Make A Menu
Actually, you can do sorting by a standard way (see point 2 below). But to make it easier, I usually
create a menu once and use it all the time.

How To Configure Toolbars
•
•
•
•
•
•

Right-click on the toolbar > Configure Toolbars.
Choose Sort By > click ">" (right arrow) button > so Sort By item moved to right panel >
OK. See picture below.
Now you get a new menu named Sort By in toolbar.
Open Dolphin Menu Button > check Show in Groups.
To sort by type: open Sort By menu > select Type > check Descending.
To sort by date: open Sort By menu > select Date > check Descending.

How To Add
Result
Now you can change the view by clicking new menu button Sort By.

A New Menu Button

Sort by Type

Sort by Date

2. Sorting by Default
The normal sorting usually is by clicking Control menu button > Sort By > choose one mode. You
can do grouping by clicking Control menu button > Show in Groups. But once you make a custom
menu like above, Sort By entry in Control menu will disappear. It moved to the toolbar.

3. Turn Back
If you dislike the Sort By button in toolbar, you can turn it to the default by clicking toolbar >
Configure Toolbars > select Sort By entry in right panel > click "<" (left arrow) > so Sort By entry
moved back to its position > OK.

Sources
We provide all original source hyperlinks to UbuntuBuzz website where this magazine bundle
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